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Let G = AA" A‘* be a factorization of a group G by conjugates of A, a finitely 
generated abelian subgroup. A number theoretic result of Van der Poorten is used 
to prove that if Ci is metanilpotent then G is finite-by-abelian. The conclusion does 
not bold if, instead, G is assumed to be solvable of length three. X’, 1989 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. TNTR~DUCTKIN 
A group G is said to be factorizable by H and K if it can be written in the 
form G = HK where H. K are proper subgroups of G. This is the classical 
definition of a factorizable group and numerous papers have been written 
on various aspects of such a group. We call a group G n-factorizable if G 
has the form 
where II,, . . . . H, are conjugate proper subgroups of G. This definition is in 
keeping with that of Sztp and Zappa [S] where they introduce the notion 
of trifactorizable groups. 
The affine group 
G(cp(a,h):x-+ax+h; O#a,heF] 
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of a field F has as one of its factorizations G = AA’A where A = (~(a, 0): 
0 #a E F f and c = q( 1, 1). In a series of papers, starting with [2] with the 
major result in [3], Gorenstein discussed the structure of trifactorized 
finite groups G = ABA where A, B are cyclic. 
Our main interest in this paper is to consider an infinite solvable group 
G that is n-factorizable by conjugates of a Finitely generated abelian group 
A. Thus G has the form 
G = AAL’?. . . A’*. 
In the case n = 3, the group G has the form 
G = AA”A 
as shown by Sztp and Zappa (1.1 of [S] ). These considerations lead us to 
an application of a recent deep number theoretic result of Van der Poorten. 
A consequence of our work is that the affine group of an infinite field does 
not admit an n-factorization for any finitely generated subgroup A of F# 
and any n. The main results are the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a nilpotent-by-nilpotent -factorizable group of the 
fbrm 
G zz AA”Z.. . AL’n, 
where A is a finitely generated abelian subgroup of G and cZ3 .. . . c, are 
elements in G. Then the derived subgroup G’ is finite and G’ n A = (e >. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be an infinite solvable trifactorized group of the form 
G= <g>(g>‘<g>. 
Then: 
(i) G is eentre by finite, or 
(ii) G is isomorphic to (Z x 2) DC S3 where S3 act~fa~thfuiiy on Z x Z. 
That case (ii) above does occur is shown in Example 3 and it also shows 
that we cannot relax the condition on G in Theorem I from meta-nilpotent 
to solvable of length three. 
This work raises a number of questions, We present two of these. 
Question 1. If a group G has the form G = (g)(g)” (g), does it 
follow that G is solvable? 
Question 2. If G is solvable and has the form G = AA”2 . . Acn, where A 
is a polycychc group, does it follow that G is polycyclic? 
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2. SHORT MODULES 
Let H be a group, V a Z H-module, u,, . . . . u, elements in V, and W a sub- 
module of I’. We call W a short H-module with basis {u,, . . . . u,} if there 
exists a positive integer k such that every element w E W can be written as 
o= i (U,)Yi, 
r=l 
where 
yi = Ed, h;, + . . . + c,,h,,; 
~ly~{l, - 1 }, h, E H, and ki <k for all i, j. 
Short modules play a central role in our investigation of n-factorizable 
groups where the factors are conjugates of a given subgroup of G. In turn 
the following theorem of Van der Poorten (Theorem 1, [6]: see also 
Theorem 1 or Evertse [ 11) is central in the study of short modules of 
certain types. 
THEOREM (A. J. van der Poorten). Let K be a field of characteristic zero 
and H a finitely generated subgroup of K*. Then for each m = I, 2, . . . there 
are at most finitely many nontrivially distinct relations 
u,+U,+“.+u,,=l 
with u, in H. (Two relations are only triuially distinct if they differ by 
uanishing subsums of elements of H). 
An immediate application of the above theorem is the following. 
LEMMA 1. Let K be an integral domain and H a finitely generated 
subgroup of K*. If K is a short H-module with basis { 1 }, then K is of finite 
characteristic. 
Proof: Since K is a short H-module with basis (1 }, there is a positive 
integer k such that 
K={h, + ... +h,,;k,<k,hiE(H, -l)}. 
Since H is finitely generated, so is (H, - 1 ). Suppose the characteristic of 
K is zero. For each integer i > 0 we fix one expression for i of the form 
i=h,, + ... +h,, (2.1) 
subject to the following conditions. 
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(i) ~,E(H,-l)foralliandallj=l ,..., k,. 
(ii) k, Sk. 
(iii) Pick hll = 1 to get the expression for 1 and having picked an 
expression for i- 1, the expression for i should have k, as small as possible 
and amongst such expressions pick one that has the largest number of 
components hi, in common with the components in the expression for i- 1. 
Since the sequence { 1, 2, . . . > is infinite, there is an increasing sub- 
sequence {iI, i,, . ..> such that at least one component, say h,, in the chosen 
expression (2.1) for i, will not have occurred as a component in the 
previous expressions. 
Now subtract the equation (i, - 1) from equation i, to get 1 expressed as 
a sum of at most 2k elements from (H, - I ). Delete any zero subsums in 
this expression. Condition (iii) ensures us that the component h,, will 
remain after deletions of zero subsums. This process yields infinitely many 
distinct expressions for 1 as a sum of at most 2k elements from (H, - 1) 
and hence is a contradiction to Van der Poorten’s theorem. Thus charac- 
teristic of K is not zero. 
LEMMA 2. Let R = D[[“, cr$‘, ,.., ~“1 be a commutative ring n%h 
unity where D is an integral subdomain of R, A = (r, ctz, . . . . a, > is a sub- 
group of R*, 4 is transcedental over D, and a2, .,., a, are algebraic over 
D[t”]. Then there exists a maximal ideal J of D[t”] such that JRn 
D[<“] =J. 
Proo$ Let ~~ be a root of nonzero polynomial gi(v) E D[<] [ y] where 
gi(y)=dw+d,ly+ ... +dim,ytnJ; d,#O#di,z; d,ED[t]; i=2,...,n. Let 
f(T) E D[r] be a prime polynomial that is relatively prime to 5, d,,,, di,$, 
for all i = 2, . . . . n. Let J and J, be the principal ideals generated by f(t) in 
O[< * ‘1 and R, respectively. Suppose, if possible, that J, n I.J[g * ‘1 #J. 
Then for some r in R, g(~)=r~f(~)~D[~“]\J. Let 
S= idjo, d,,; i=2, . . . . n) 
T= Sv (f(t)) 
and let 
D-l denote the quotient field of D; 
(l/S) D--“[t*‘] the localization of r>-“[<*‘I at S; and 
(l/T) D-*[gY”] the localization of D-“[l*‘] at T. 
We note the following. 
(if D- ‘[t A ‘1 is a principal ideal domain. Therefore so are 
(l/S) DP’l[<“‘] and (l/T) D ‘[5”]. 
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(ii) R~(l/S)D~‘[S”][cr:‘,...,~,+‘] = (l/S)0 ‘[5”][a,,...,a,,], 
which is a finitely generated (l/S) D- ’ [[ * ‘]-module. Hence so is every 
submodule of (l/S) D~‘[~“][cr,, . . . . x,,]. 
(iii) Since q(r) is relatively prime to f(r) in D-‘[{*‘I, it 
follows from q(<)=r.f(t) that l=h.f(t) for some h in 
(l/S) D~‘[S”][CQ, . . . . cr,]. In other words 
& ~(l/s) D-‘C5”lCaz, . . . . cc,,1 
and hence 
(l/S) D-‘[[“I c (l/7’) D-‘[4”] c(l/S) D-‘[<“][Q, . . . . cr,]. 
But f(t) is relatively prime to S over D ~ ’ [g * ‘1, hence l/f(s) is transcen- 
dental over (l/S)DP’[~“]. Thus (l/T)D-‘[<“I is not a finitely 
generated (l/S) D-‘[r”]-module. This contradicts part (ii) and we 
conclude that J, n D~‘[~“] =J. 
LEMMA 3. Let A he a finitely generated abelian group and V a short 
cyclic A-module. Then V is finite. 
Prooj Suppose V is not finite. Clearly V is isomorphic to a quotient 
R = ZA/J for some ideal J of the integral group ring ZA. Since A is finitely 
generated abelian, R is a Noetherian ring so we may assume that every 
proper quotient of R is finite. This in turn implies that R is an integral 
domain; for suppose 5, q E ZA\J. Then (J+ (ZA)/J is an infinite subring of 
R. The map rp: ZA -+ (J + <ZA)/J given by q(y) = JS 57 is an additive 
group homomorphism of ZA onto (J+ <ZA)/J. If 41 E J, then 
(J+ q ZA) E ker cp. Since (J + qZA) is of finite index in ZA, this would 
result in a contradiction. Thus R has the form Z,[crF ‘, . . . . LY’ ‘1 or 
Z[af’, . . . . LX”] where c1,, .. . . z, is a minimal set of generators of A. We can 
enlarge A to the multiplicative subgroup ( &cc; tl E AJ of ZA and assume 
that A contains - 1. Since R is a short cyclic A-module, we may take ( 1) 
to be basis of R so that for some fixed integer k, y E R implies 
Y= i 5i> ti~A, I<k. (2.2) 
r=l 
Since every proper quotient of R is finite, the transcendence degree of R 
over Z, or Z is either zero or one. If R is transcendence degree zero over 
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Z, then R is finite and we are done. Thus we need to discuss the following 
three cases 
(i) R = Z,,[aF ‘, . . . . rx,F ‘1 is of transcendence degree one over Z,. 
(ii) R= Z[af’, . . . . M” ‘1 is of transcendence degree one over Z. 
(iii) R= Z[lrf’, . . . . ~“1 is an algebraic extension of Z. 
Case (ii) is eliminated easily, for it implies that R = Z [ tf ‘, ~.2+ ‘, . . . . tx’ ‘1 
where 5 is transcendental over Z and Q, . . . . I, algebraic over Z[( * ‘1, such 
that the principal ideal J generated by f(4) in Z[( * ‘1 has the property 
JR n Z[t”] = J. Thus R/JR is infinite. This contradicts our choice of R. 
Case (iii) is eliminated by Lemma 1. Thus we are left with case (i) and 
we may write 
R= Z,[(‘l, ct;‘, . . . . a,+‘], 
where 5 is transcendental over Z,, and each cx, is algebraic over Z,[ 5 *’ 1. 
Pick prime polynomial f over Z, as in the proof of Lemma 2, and the 
corresponding ideal J of Z, [ 5 * ’ ] so that JRnZ,[<“]=J. Let J, =JR. 
Then for each positive integer k, Jk = f(t)“. Z,[t * ‘1; Jt = f(r)“. R and it 
follows from Lemma 2 that Jt n Z,[< * ‘1 = Jk. 
Since R/J, is a finite ring, there exists an integer m such that ~17 - 1 E J, 
for all 1 I i I n. Thus (~7 - 1)” = ayp - 1 E Jy, and more generally, 
(czy - l)p” = ayP’- 1 E Jf” for all s = 1, 2, . . . . Hence order of cl; in R/J{” is 
at most mp”. Now the order of (A + J;‘)/Jy’ is at most 2. (mp”)“. By 
(2.2), IR/Jf”I is at most xF:j (2(mp”)“)’ which is less than (2(mp”)“)k. 
However since J{’ = (f(t))““. R, [R/J{“1 2 pdp’ where d = degree of 1: Thus 
2kmk(p”k) 2 pdp’ for all s = 1, 2, . Take log with respect to base p and we 
get 
log(2kmk) + nks 2 dp”; s = 1, 2, . . . 
Since the right-hand side grows exponentially with s, we get a contradic- 
tion. Thus case (i) is ruled out and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 4. Let A be a finitely generated abelian group and V a short 
A-module with basis {v,, . . . . v,}. Then V is finite. 
Proof: Let V, = v, ZA i = 1, 2, . . . . n. If n = 1 then we are in the situation 
of Lemma 3 and we are done. Use induction on n. Hence assume V/V, is 
finite for all i = 1, 2, . . . . n. Thus V/( V, A n V,) is finite. Now W= 
V, n ... n V, = d, ZA + . . + d,ZA for suitable di in V, n . n V, and 
some finite integer k. Furthermore we can express each di in the form: 
di = v1 pi, = v2 pi2 = . = v,p,, (2.3) 
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for suitable pi, in ZA. Now pick any 1-t in W, then 
where yi E ZA, i= 1, 2, . . . . k. Now 
where clii has the form 
!x$ = &al +_nz f I** *a,, (2.4) 
where n,, . . . . a, are in A and I is bounded since V is a short A-module with 
basis {u, , . . . . u,>. Now use (2.3) to get 
Now it follows that every element w of W can be expressed as 
w=u2a2 + “. -t-unanr 
where a2, . ..+ M,, have the form 
ai = la, + ‘-- *ai, 
where a, , . . . . a, are in A and I is bounded because of (2.4). Let U = 
Vz + + V,,. Then U/W is finite since V/W is finite. Thus U is a short 
A-module with basis (u2, . . . . a,}. Hence, by induction hypothesis, U is 
finite. Hence so is V. 
Proof of Theorem 1. To begin with, assume that G is abelian-by- 
nilpotent. Since G = A”’ . . . ACn, G = AG’. Let y,(G) denote the m th term of 
the lower central series of G. Then Ay,(G)/y,(G) is a subnoral subgroup of 
G/y,(G). Thus Ay,(G)=G and so y,(G)=G’. Since G is abelian-by- 
nilpotent, y,(G) is abehan for some n? > 0. Thus G is metabehan. Without 
loss of generality we may assume ci E G’; i = 1,2, . . . . n. There are two cases 
to consider: 
(i) A n G’ = I, and 
(ii) A n G' # 1. 
In case (i) the elements of G’ can be written as 
rr,, ai JCC,, d*“-C~,, a,P 
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for suitable ai, 6, in A, i= 1, 2, . . . . n; j= 2, . . . . n. As G’ is abelian, this 
expression can be written additively as 
~,(a, - l)+c,(a, - l)b, + ... +~,(a, - l)b,. 
Thus G’ is a short A-module with basis {c,, . . . . c,}, and by Lemma 4, G’ is 
finite. 
Case (ii). Let A n G’ = B. Then B is central in G and case (i) applies to 
G = G/B, and G’B/B is finite. Hence the centralizer C/B of G’B/B in A/B is 
of finite index in A/B and IG : Cl < co. Also C lies in the second centre of G 
and therefore commutes with G’. Thus [G’A, C] = 1 and C is central, and 
hence G’ is finite. 
Now take a quotient G/B, of G where B, is a subgroup of index p in B 
where p is a prime. Hence assume 1 BI = p. Next take quotient of this group 
by the p’-subgroup of G’. Hence assume that G’ is a p-group. Next take 
quotient of G by a maximal normal subgroup of G that avoids B. Hence 
assume that every nontrivial normal subgroup of G contains B. Since G is 
residually finite, and every nontrivial normal subgroup of G contains B, it 
follows that G is finite. Let A = A,, + A,. where A, is the Sylow p-subgroup 
of A and A,. the Hall p’-subgroup of A. By Maschke’s Theorem, 
G’ = &.(A,.) + [G’, A,.], 
where both factors are normal subgroups of G. Since 1 #BE C&A,*), we 
would get 1 = [G’, Ap.]. Hence A,. < G so A,, = 1 and G would be a 
p-group. Clearly this is not so since A # G = G’A. Thus case (ii) is ruled out 
and the result is established if G is abelian-by-nilpotent. If G is meta- 
nilpotent, then y,(G’) = 1 for some rn and by the first part, G’/y,(G’) is 
finite. But for a nilpotent group N, N/N’ is finite implies N is finite (see [4, 
Theorem 2.261). Thus G’ is finite as required. 
3. TRIFACTORIZED GROUPS 
As we pointed out under Introduction if 
G = A”‘A’2A”3 
then G has the form 
G = AA”A 
for some c in G. We begin by giving some examples of such groups. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let D be a division ring and G the group of all maps 
cp(a, c), 0 # a, c E D are defined by 
cp(u, c): x + ax + c, XED. 
Let A= (q(a, 0); a#0 in 0) and C= (~(1, c); c in 0). Then G=AC= 
AA’P”,“A 
EXAMPLE 2. G = S, = AA”A where A= <a>, a= (1, 2), and 
c= (1, 2, 3). 
LEMMA 5. Suppose a group G has the form G = AA”A; N is a group and 
cp is a homomorphism of G into Aut(N). Let G, = NG where the action of G 
on N is given by q. Suppose A, I NA is such that NA, = NA and N = MM’ 
where M=A, n N. Then G, =A,A‘,A,. 
Proof: A,A;?MM”=N. Thus A,A;‘=A,A,A;‘Al=A,NA;=NAA”, 
and A,A;A, 2 NAA’A = NG. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let G = S,. Then G = AA’A where A is the cyclic sub- 
group generated by a = (1 2) and c = (1,2, 3). We have a representation cp 
of G into SL(2, Z) given by 
and v(c) = 
0 1 
i > -1 -1 
Let N = Z + Z and G, = NG, the terminology being used is the same as in 
Lemma 5 above. Let A, = (a, ) where a, = v,u, v2 being the element (0, 1) 
of N. Then 
1 0 
a:=v,(u-‘v,u)=(0 l)+(O 1) -1 -* =(-l,O)= -v,, i ! 
where v, = (1,O). Similarly 
0 1 
(u;)*=(u:)‘=(-LO) -1 -* =(O -1)= -02. 
( > 
Since N= (v,, uz) = (A, n N)(A, nN)C, it follows from Lemma 5 that 
G, = A,A;A,. This group is solvable of length 3 and it shows that 
Theorem 1 cannot be extended to solvable groups which are not meta- 
nilpotent. 
LEMMA 6. The maximal finite subgroups of SL(2 Z) are isomorphic to 
D,, D,. The onl,v noncyclic finite subgroup of SL(2 Z) factorizable us 
(g)(g)’ (g) i.7 D3. 
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Prooj This follows from the classification of finite subgroups of 
GL(2, C) and the fact that an element of finite order in GL(2, Z) has order 
1, 2, 3, 4, or 6. Those finite subgroups of GL(2, Z) factorizable as 
(g)(g)” (g) can be determined directly. 
Proof of Theorem 2. By hypothesis 
G=(g)(g)’ (g>> 
where (g) is infinite and G is solvable. We break the proof into two cases. 
Case 1. Suppose G has a nontrivial abelian normal subgroup N such 
that G/N is infinite. Then N n (g) = 1 and since the elements of N are of 
the form gi( g’)” gk, 
(gj)” z gP(i+k)(mod N). 
As (g) n (g)” is central in G, 
g i+~+~e l(mod N) 
and i+j+k=O. Thus 
(gj)’ E g/(mod N). (3.1) 
Observe that if G has a nontrivial centre then it is cyclic generated by g” 
for some integer /I. For if g”( 8”)” gY E Z(G) then g” and gor+? are in Z(G). 
It follows from (3.1) that G/N has a nontrivial centre. Let (Ngs) denote 
the centre of G/N. Then /? > 0 and the elements of N are (g )-conjugates of 
[g’B,c] for FEZ. F or if g’(gJ)‘gkEN then by (3.1) [g’,G]lN, hence 
j=&? and i+j+k=O, hence g’(gJ)“gk= [g’, clgk. 
If N is finite, then for some integer s > 0, g”” centralizes N and (N, g”“) 
is an abelian normal subgroup of G. It follows that 
( g”P)c = g”” . 0 for some u E N, 
and gdlNl is central in G and G is centre-by-finite. We may thus assume 
that N is infinite. The elements of N # = (N\l ) are of the form 
[g’iB, c]K’:‘= [g’“, c]P,(“+bg’, 
iEN, jEZ, and p,(x)= 1 +x+ ... +x’-‘. Let u = [ga, c]. Then, 
additively, the elements of N # are of the form 
+u gB’-1 
- 
( > 
g”- g’; izo. 
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Let M = N( g” - 1). Then A4 is a nontrivial G-submodule of N where every 
element is of the form 
u(gD’- 1)g’ i20, jE Z. 
Observe that, modulo 44, every element of N may be written in the form 
([go, c]‘)~‘, where in Z and 0 I j < ,8. In additive notation, with j-g”, c] R’ 
denoted by vi, the corresponding expression is ioj, i E Z, 0 < j < #K 
We will show that N/~ is finite. Suppose not. Let ~~~ be the periodic 
subgroup of N/M. Since N/A4 is finitely generated, T/M is finite and N/T is 
torsion-free. Consider the infinite sequence C$J=h rkok; r = 1,2, . . . . Moduio 
M, each one of these has the form Au,, with A E Z and 0 I j < p - 1, Since j 
takes only finitely many values, there is an infinite subsequence 
corresponding to some fixed value for j. In particular there exist p distinct 
positive integers r,, . . . . rg such that 
Since the Vandermonde matrix is invertible, we see that for each vk there 
exist nonzero integers ak, vk such that @.kvk =vk v,. We may take j = 0 
without any loss of generality. Now D, =ti’og=(v,/a,)u,; u. =vogp= 
(v,/a,)“v,. Thus (v,/cc,)= +_l and N/T is infinite cyclic with u0 =v= 
Lg”, c J as the generator of N modulo T. 
Now c = gi( 8’)’ gk for suitable integers i, j, k. Thus v = [go, c] = 
[go, g’( 8”)’ gk] = [g”, (g’)“] $ = [g”, c] Rk [g”, c 
[x, y-‘][x, Jy-’ = 
‘1 p”R”. Use the identity 
1 to obtain u = tt( g” - c -‘g’cgk), Since any conjugate 
of v is &v modulo T, we get u = 1 or t: = -2v mod T. In either case t’ E T. 
We have thus established that ~/M is finite. Thus modulo M, each 
element of N may be written as a bounded sum of conjugates of & 2;. We 
have already seen that every element of M has the form z)( gB’ - 1) g’, a sum 
of a conjugate of v and a conjugate of -Y. Thus Lemma 3 applies and we 
conclude that N is finite and since gP is central in G modulo N, it follows 
that Mu G. Hence G is center-by-finite. 
Cuse 2. By virtue of case 1, we may assume that G/N is finite for every 
nontrivial normal abelian subgroup N of G. Since G is solvable then the 
last nontrivial term, say Gd- ‘, of the derived series of G is of finite index in 
G. Thus GdP’ is a finitely generated infinite abeiian subgroup and there 
exists some integer e > 0 such that 
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is a normal torsion-free abelian subgroup of finite index in G. Thus 
N n (g) = (g”) for some s > 0; and the elements of N have the form 
g’Cg’, cl gk, 
where i, j are integers and li E { 0, 1, . . . . s - 11. Now let p be a prime number 
and let M = NP. Then modulo M, order of g is ps. Thus i, j can be taken to 
lie in the range 0 < i, j < sp. This implies that IN/MI I (sp)’ s = s3p2 and 
since p is an arbitrary prime, N can be generated by two elements. 
The above argument in fact shows that any normal abelian torsion-free 
subgroup of G can be generated by two elements. Moreover we are in the 
situation where G/N is finite for any nontrivial normal abelian subgroup N 
of G. Thus every normal abelian subgroup N of G is torsion-free. Now let 
N be a maximal normal abelian subgroup of G. Define 
F/N = Fitting (C/N) 
L/N = Z( F/N). 
where C = C,(N); 
Suppose C # N. Then L is nilpotent of class two. However as L/N is finite 
and Z(L) = N, it follows that L’ is finite. But L’ d G hence L’= 1 and 
L = N. Thus C,(N) = N, and Lemma 6 applies to G/N and we conclude 
that G/N N D,. We now proceed to construct a complement for N in G. 
Let M be the normal closure of ( g2 ) in G. Then in G = G/M, 0( 2) = 2 
and G/M N D,. Thus M = N. Let 
Q = (s’, W2). 
Then 
for some free basis (v,, u2} of N and k,, k, in Z. Let I=Z.c.m. {k,, k2j. 
Then 
From the representation of D, on N/N’, k, = k, = I and Q = N’. Hence 
I = 1 and Q = N. We identify v, with g2 and D, with (g’)“. Additively, 
v,c=v2 
and v1 c2 = v2c = iv, + jv, for some i, je Z. Then 
u, = u,c3 = iu, + j(iv, + jv,) 
so that i= j= - 1. Since CUE N and C,(c) = 1, the order of c is 3. Indeed 
the order of DC is 3 for all v in N. 
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As for the action of g on N, we have, again using additive notation 
for N, 
u,g=v,; u,g=v,cg=u,gc-‘=I+- ‘=-II, -VI. 
The representation of G on N is thus: 
and g+ 
Wehavec~.c=u=i~,+jv,forsomei,j~Zandc~~c~’=g *(cg2cP1) = 
v,(-1 +c-I)= -2v, -vz. Also 
Hence 
&C ~m’=u(g-cp’)=(iv, +jo,)(g-C’) 
=iv, -i(-0, -v*)+j(-v1 -vz)-j(vl) 
= (2i- 2j)u, + (i- j)v,. 
Comparing the two expressions for cgzc-’ we obtain j= i+ 1. Finally for 
g’ = (g”)’ g and c’ = ( g2)-i-2 c, we verify that O(g’) = 2, O(c’) = 3 and 
(g’)-‘c’(g’)=(c’)-‘. Hence G=N(g’,c’), a split extension. This com- 
pletes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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